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THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC 

Volume 45, Number 2, June 1980 

ON THE ELEMENTARY EQUIVALENCE OF AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS; DOWNWARD SKOLEM LOWENHEIM 
THEOREMS AND COMPACTNESS OF RELATED QUANTIFIERS 

MATATYAHU RUBIN AND SAHARON SHELAH 

Abstract. 
THEOREM 1. (On,) If B is an infinite Boolean algebra (BA), then there is 5 , such that 

I Aut (B,)| <, \B,\ =K, and(Bu Aut ( f l , ) ) ^ , Aut(B)>. 
THEOREM 2. (0 »,) There is a countably compact logic stronger than first-order logic 

even on finite models. 
This partially answers a question of H. Friedman. These theorems appear in §§1 

and 2. 
THEOREM 3. (a) (0Hl)IfB is an atomic Krsaturated infinite BA, <peL^ and (B, Aut 

(B)> t=(p then there is fl, such that |Aut(B,)| < |B, | =K, and <5„ Aut(5,)>|=0. In 
particular if B is l-homogeneous so is B,. (b) (a) holds for B = P(ai) even if we assume 
only CH. 

Introduction. The basic constructions in this paper appear in Theorems 1.2, 2.5 
and 3.1; they have the following aim: given a complete theory T, which contains a 
certain small part of set theory, construct a model M of T of power «l5 such that 
every function from \M\ to \M\ with certain properties is definable in M. 

In applying these constructions we have three options: (1) Apply the construc
tion to a theory T that has exactly the required properties, and then if T does not 
have definable automorphisms we can obtain a rigid model of T. 

(2) Apply the construction to a theory T, which in addition to the set theory 
required for the construction, contains also some comprehension axioms. Here we 
obtain a model of T in which every automorphism is "inner". For example, let 
Hx+ be the set of all sets which are hereditarily of cardinality < X. We obtain a 
model M = <//*+, e> of power K1; such that every permutation it oiXM, it belongs 
to \M\, provided it has the following property: for every a: \M\ B a s XM implies 
it{a) e \M\. 

(3) We can consider of course theories T which do not have the required set 
theory for the construction. In such a case we will first expand T to include the 
needed set theory and then apply the construction. 

Typical examples of this application are Theorems 1 and 3 in the abstract. 
In fact it is this direction in which we obtain more interesting results. 
Theorems 1 and 3 can be regarded as a counterpart of [Rl], [R2], [M] and [S2]. 
In [M] and further in [S2] it is shown that many symmetric groups are categorical 

in the class of symmetric groups. Every symmetric group is of course the automor
phism group of a BA. Our theorems show under <>«! that no infinite symmetric 
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266 MATATYAHU RUBIN AND SAHARON SHELAH 

group is categorical in the class of automorphism groups of BA's; moreover, 
Sym(Ko), which is an automorphism group of a 1-homogeneous BA, is not even 
categorical in the class of automorphism groups of all 1-homogeneous BA's. 

In [R2] assuming V = L it was shown that every automorphism group of a 
countable BA is categorical in the class of automorphism groups of countable 
BA's. This paper shows, on the other hand, that no automorphism group of an 
infinite BA is categorical in the class of automorphism groups of all BA's. 

In [Rl] it is shown that if B is an atomic BA that has some homogeneity proper
ties then in Aut (B) one can interpret e.g. the sets of finite sets of atoms of B. 

Let B0 be the BA of finite and cofinite subsets of co. Let Bx £ B0 be a BA such 
that Aut(i?i) = Aut (B0); the existence of such a BA follows from this paper; then 
in Aut (Bi) the set of finite sets of atoms cannot be interpreted. 

A method for constructing models with certain second-order properties usually 
gives rise to a compactness theorem of a certain generalized quantifier. This is also 
the case here. 

Suppose % is a sentence in the language of <2?, Aut(5); c , Op>. Let (Qxxy) 
{(]){x, y, S))mean that {<*, y} | (= <p(x, y, «)} is a partial ordering e of its domain 

A such that {A, c > is a BA, and 

(A,Aut«A, c=»;c=,Op>NZ. 

In 2.9 we prove under <>«! that the language containing all the above quantifiers 
is countably compact. 

In fact, Shelah [S3] proved that in §§1 and 2, <>«! can be replaced by CH. As
suming A- = X and <>;+ Shelah [SI] also proved the analogues of the theorems in §§1 
and 2 gotten by replacing Nj by A+. This yields, e.g. under V = L, that the above 
language is compact. 

Let i be the sentence saying that B is atomic, and there i s / e Aut(5) such that/ 
moves every atom of B and/2 = Id; then Qx is stronger than first-order logic on 
finite models. This partially answers a question by H. Friedman (see [F] and [SI]). 

THEOREM (SHELAH). (O^) Let F be an ordered field then there is an ordered field 
Fx such that |Aut(F0| < |Fi | = «x and <Fi, Aut(F0; + , - , < , Op> = 
<F,Aut(F); + , -, <,Op>. 

The proof of this theorem appears in [S3]. 
The questions about Boolean algebras answered in this paper were raised by 

Rubin, and these questions initiated this work. 
§1, in which the case of atomic BA's is dealt with, is essentially due to Rubin 

who proved it for the algebra P(w). Shelah noted the generality of the proof. §2, 
dealing with general BA's, and §3, about the second category method, are due to 
Shelah. Lemma 2.3 is due to Rubin. 

§0. Notations. Set theory, a, b denote finite sequences. \A\ is the cardinality of A. 
SX(A) = {B\ B E A and \B\ < X}, so Sa(A) is the set of finite subsets of A. 2A 

denotes the power set of A, regarded as a topological space, with the product to
pology; that is, a base for the topology is {VaW2\ ai,a2e Sm(A) and ai f] a2 ¥= 0}, 
where Vav,z = {B\B c A, ax s B and 5 0 0-2= 0}-

Model theory. M, N denote models, always with equality. \M\ is the universe of 
M. If M is a model then L(M) denotes the language of M; if T is a theory i.e. a set 
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of sentences, then L(T) is the language of T. Th(Af) is the set of all sentences of 
L{M) true in M. CD(M) is the complete diagram of M, i.e. add constants to re
present all the elements of \M\, and CD(Af) is the set of all sentences in this ex
panded language true in M. If R e L(M) is a relation or function symbol then RM 

is the interpretation of R in M. So for example if < e L(M) then a < Mb means 
<a, by G < M, if ee L(Af) then a sMb means <a, £> e ew. Let p(x, xx, ..., x„)e 
L(M), a = <ai, ..., a„> e |M|» then (p(x, a)M = {b\M |= p[£, a]}. Let 0 < k < 
to and A s |Af |*. ̂  is said to be a definable set in M if there is a formula p(x, j>) 
in L(M) and a e |Af|" such that A = {5 [ JW (== ̂ >[i, a]}. In this notation it is 
implied that a and y have the same length n and the length of x is k. So when we 
say "definable" we mean definable with the aid of parameters from M. M = N 
means Th(Af) = Th(iV), that is, M and N are elementary equivalent. M <N 
means M is an elementary submodel of N. M s N means M is isomorphic to N. 
Aut(Af) denotes the automorphism group of M, as well as its universe. 

If P c \M\k then (A/, P) denotes the expansion of M in which a relation symbol 
is added to represent P. Usually P is going to be just a subset of M. 

Let M\,..., Mk be models in pairwise disjoint languages and Rlt ..., R, are rela
tions or functions on (J*=1 \M,\ then <M1; ..., Mk; Rh ..., Rt} is the model with 
universe U*=1 |A/,|, and whose relations and functions are those which appear in 
M„ i = 1, ..., k, and in addition: Rit ..., R,-, equality and unary predicates to re
present each \Mt\, i = 1, ..., k. Sometimes some of the A/,'s or all of them are re
placed by sets £/,-, then we regard Ut as a model with the only relation being the 
equality relation, and the previous notation is still valid. 

Suppose for example that N = {M, U; R} and Ni s N. Then M*' denotes the 
model whose universe is the interpretation in Nt of the unary predicate that re
presents \M\ in ./V; the relations and functions of MNl are the interpretations in Ni 
of the symbols of L(M). UNl is the interpretation in Nt of the unary predicate that 
represents U in N. 

Aut(M) is regarded as a model with the binary operation of composition o. Let 
us define the relation Op on \M\ U Aut(M): </, a, b} e Op iff/ e Aut(M), a, be 
\M\ and f(a) = b. The notation <Af, Aut(Af)> always abbreviates the longer no
tation <M, Aut(M); Op>. The same abbreviation is used when instead of Aut(M) 
we have En(M) the set of endomorphisms of M or other sets of functions from 
\M\ to \M\. 

Boolean algebras. A "BA" is an abbreviation for a Boolean algebra. B, C denote 
BA's as well as their universes. We regard BA's as models of the type: <2?, £> 
where E is the partial ordering of B. 0, 1, U, f] - _ a r e t r i e constants and opera
tions of a BA which are defined by means of its partial ordering £ . At(2?) denotes 
the set of atoms of B. If B is an atomic BA and beB, let b denote {a\ a e At(2?) 
and a £ b}, so b <-• b is the natural embedding of B in the power set of At(B). 

§1. The case of atomic BA's. In this section we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. (0«i) V& & an infinite atomic BA, then there is a BA, Bh such that 

lAutCBOl <; \Bi\ = KjfflK/^Autto)) s <5,Aut(5)>. 
In fact we will prove stronger and more general theorems; they all follow from 

Theorem 1.2 or from its proof. Theorem 1.2 is, thus, the essential theorem in this 
section. 
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268 MATATYAHU RUBIN AND SAHARON SHELAH 

THEOREM 1.2. (OKJ) Let Tbea countable theory which has an infinite model, P be 
a unary predicate, e and Cr be binary predicates. Suppose Thas the following proper
ties : (1) T implies that every finite subset ofP is represented by e, that is for every n 

T\-VXl-xn ( A P(xt) - lyVz(zey «-> V (* = *,)))• 

(2) T implies that Cr is the ordering of finite cardinalities of subsets ofP, that is for 
every m < n < co 

Tt-VXl- xmyi • • • ynxy((7\ P(x,) A A Piyii A A (*,• * *y) A 
\\,=1 ,=i l<,i<j<,m 

. m n \ 

A VJV # y,) A Vz(zex <-> V (z = *,)) A Vz(zey <-> V (z = tt)) -• 
is<</<« 1=1 i=i / 

Cr(x, j ) ) A VxVy -i (Cr(x, j ) A Cr(y, x)). 

Then there is a model MofT such that: 
(a) ||Af|| = K,. 
(b) If % is a permutation of PM such that for every x e \M\ there is y e |M| such 

that Vz(zeMx iff%(z)eMy); then % is definable (possibly by parameters) in M. 
(b*) If A is a definable subset of M, %: A -* PM, and for every x e |M| the set 

it~\x) = def {y | y e A and iz(y)eMx} is definable, then TC is definable. 
Obviously (b*) implies (b). 
We first state the corollaries of 1.2. 
DEFINITION. Let h: B -> C be a homomorphism from B to C; we say that h is 

complete if for every A £ B and a e B if a is the supremum of A, then h(A) has a 
supremum, and h(a) is the supremum of h(A). Note that every onto endomorphism 
is complete. Let End(5) be the semigroup of complete endomorphisms B. 

Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of both 1.3 and 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.3. (O^) V B is atomic and infinite, then there is Bl such that 

lEndto)! < |5il = Kj, and(B, End(5)> = <51( E n d ^ ) ) . 
PROOF. We show how 1.3 follows from 1.2. Let M0 = (B, End(5), Cr, P, e> 

where Cr s B x B and <a, b} e Cr iff \a\ < \b\, P = At(5) and a e b iffa e At(5), 
be Band a ^ b. Certainly Th(Af0) satisfies the assumptions of 1.2. So let Mbe a 
model of Th(M0) as in 1.2. Denote Bt = BM, H = (End(fi))^. We show that 
H = End(50. 

Clearly there is a sentence in Th(M0) saying that every element of End(5) is an 
endomorphism of B, so since M = M0 every element of H is an endomorphism of 
Bi. For atomic BA's there is also a formula <p(h) saying that h is complete, namely 

(p(h) = (Va e 5) (Vx e At(fl)) (x e A(5)«-»(3j e a) (x e /i~O0)). 

So M0 N (VA e End(5))^(/j); so this holds in M, too; so every element of H is a 
complete homomorphism. Suppose/i e End(5j). We show that he H. Let h: At(Bi) 
-* At(B{) be defined as follows: h(x) = y iff h(y) 3 x. Since h is complete, 1 = 
/,(1) = Q /;(At (50) ; that is / ( ( A t ^ ) ) is a partition of Bu so Dom(A) = AtCBj). Let 
A = A t ^ ) , it = A; then A satisfies the conditions of (b*) in 1.2. So h is definable 
in M; so A is definable in M, say <p(x, y, c) defines h. In M0 the following schema 
holds: "for every u: if <p(x, y, it) defines a complete homomorphism of B then there 
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is h e End(2?) such that Vxy(h(x) = y <-* c/>(x, y, «))" c/>(x, y, u) ranges over all 
formulas in the language of Af0. So this schema holds in M and in particular it 
assures that there is hx e H such that M N Vxy(hx(x) = y «-* <p(x, y, c)) so hx = 
h.SoH = EndCBO. So <fl, End(5)> = <5X, E n d ^ ) ) - Q.E.D. 

Theorem 1.1 is a special case of the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.4. (OK,) Let N - <5, ^ , R U ..., Rny where <5, E > w on infinite 

atomic BA, and N is an expansion of <5, £ > in a finite language; then there is 
M = N such that |Aut(M)| < ||Af|| = Nj and <Af, Aut(Af), Aut(BM)> = <JV, 
Aut(AT), Aut (5)>. 

PROOF. Repeat the proof of 1.3 replacing everywhere End(5) by Aut(N). 
DEFINITION. If Alt A2 E |Af|*, we say that Ax and A2 are separable in M if there 

is a formula (p(x, c), such that for every a B Ax, M\= q>[a, c], and for every a e A2, 
M (= —i p [d, c]; otherwise ^ j , ^ 2

 a r e called inseparable in M. 
Explanation of the proof of \.2. We will construct an elementary continuous chain 

of countable models of T, {M,,\ i < Ki}. At the ith step of the construction we will 
be given a definable set A of Af, and an undefinable it: A->PMi which fulfills the 
condition of 1.2(b*). We wish that in Af,+1 it will be impossible to extendi to a 
function that still fulfills the conditions of 1.2(b*). This will be accomplished in the 
following way: in M,+1 there will be a new element a, which will represent a subset 
D of PM'*K We will take care that it-\D fl l^ ' l ) and n~KPMi - D) will be 
inseparable; more precisely, the sets Dx = {y\y B A and jc(y) eM,+1 a) and D2 = 
{y\y e A and Tc(y)tMM a} will be inseparable. This of course will assure that if 
a = % then Tt~\d) will not be definable, since if <p(x, c) defines %~l(a) then it also 
separates Dx and D2. Of course in order that in later stages in the construction it 
will be impossible to extend it to a function that satisfies (b*), we have to keep 
Dx and D2 inseparable forever. So in every step of the construction we will have 
also a countable set of previous obligations of the type: "for some inseparable 
£>!, D2 of M, keep Du D2 inseparable in M,+1". Now in order that finally all the 
undefinable TT'S will be "killed" we will use O^-

The key Lemma 1.5 describes the construction of M,+1 from Af,-. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let Mbea countable model such that Th(Af) satisfies the assumptions 

of 1.2. Suppose that {<£>}, Z)?>| i e w} is a set of inseparable pairs in M, A is a de-
fiable subset of \M\, n: A -> PM is undefinable, but for every x e PM, iz~l{x) is 
definable; then there is N and ae \N\, such that M < N, \\N\\ = K0» for ever)> 
ie w, D), £% are inseparable in N and {x\ x e A and n(x)eNa} and {x\x e A and 
n(x)tNa) are inseparable in N. 

PROOF. We will regard the elements of |Af | as representing subsets of PM, so we 
will use the usual set-theoretic operation symbols for elements of | Af |. For example: 
if b\, b2 e |Af| and a £ PM, a £ bx will mean a ^ {x\x e PM and xeMbx}, and bx 

f| b2 = 0 will mean {x\PM s xsMb1} f\ {x\PM e xeMb2} = 0 , etc. 
Let T0 be the complete diagram of Af. Suppose </>(x, a) e L(T0) and a is a subset 

of PM; we say that cp(x, a) is independent outside a, if for every pair <c1, c2> of 
finite disjoint subsets of PM — a there is c € |Af| such that Af f= <p[c, a] and 
c 3 a1 and c f] a2 = 0 . 

We say that tp(x, a) is nowhere independent if it is not independent outside any 
finite set. 

We will construct N by a Henkin type construction. Let a and {o,| i e w} be con-
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270 MATATYAHU RUBIN AND SAHARON SHELAH 

stants not in L(T0) and L = L(T0) U {a} U {a,| ie a>}. Let cp(y, a, a,-,,..., a,v 

Ci, ..., c j be a formula in L where q, ..., c„e .L^o) and aiv ..., ailt is the list of 
all elements of {a, \i e W) occuring in cp; define cp*(x) = 3x,-,, ..., x,t (̂j>; x, JC,-X, ..., 
x,-4, q,..., c„). We define by induction theories T„ and finite subsets of PM, a„, 
such that T„ = T0 U {̂ »(a, a, c)} and >̂* is independent outside a„. We will 
take care that 2 = |JBec„ T„ will be a complete diagram of a model whose universe 
is \M\ U {a} U {a,|/ e CD}. We will have a countable list of tasks to be accom
plished along the construction of the r„'s. There will be four kinds of tasks: 
(I) given a sentence <p in L, decide whether <p € 2 or —> <p e 2; (II) given a sentence 
lxcp(x) in L, if it is provable from T„, choose an a{ which does not occur in T„ 
and add to Tn the sentence p(a,); (III) given <£>J, £>2> and a formula %(;y, a, a, c), 
take care that (̂>>)will not separate D) and D2; (IV) given (̂j>, a, a, c) take care that 
%(>>) will not separate {x\A s x and n(x)ea} and {x\xe A and 7r(x)£a}. 

So let {s(\i 6(»} bea list of all objects of the following forms: (I) cp where <p is a 
sentence of L; (II) <3x̂ >(jt), 3> where 3x̂ >(x) is a sentence in L; (III)</", %(y, a, a, 
c)> where ie a) and % is a formula in L with one free variable (this will designate 
the task: "take care that %(y) will not separate D) and Df); (IV) %(y, a, a, c) where 
X is as in (III). We can regard T0 = Th(M) U {a = a} and <T0 = 0> so the induc
tion hypothesis holds. Suppose Tn = T0 U {0„(a, a, c)} and a„ have been defined 
so that a„ £ />w is finite and cp* is independent outside a„. Suppose that s„ = 
<p(a, a) is of type (I). If (cp„ A cp)* is independent outside some finite set a, define 
T„+\ = 7o (J {0„ A <p) and <r„+1 = a, otherwise we define T„+1 = T0 U {̂ » A ->p} 
and aB+i = ff„. We show that (cp„ A ~<<p)* is independent outside <T„. If not then 
there are disjoint finite subsets of PM — an, a

1 and a2, such that for no ft e \M\: 
M \= (</>„ A —i (p)*[b], and a1 E ft and o'2 f| ft = 0 . Notice that cp* is logically 
equivalent to (cpn A #>)* V (<p„ A —•<!>)*. Let a3, a* be disjoint finite subsets of 
PM — a„ — a1 — a2, so by the independence of cp*, outside an, there is b e \M\ 
such that M t= „̂"[ft]and a1 U a3 £ ft and(o-2 U ff4) fl ft = 0 ; by our assumption 
onu1 and a2, M fct (^„ A -'p)*[ft], so M N (^B A p)*[ft], hence (0„ A cp)* is in
dependent outside a„[j cr1 [j a1, contrary to our assumption. So (</>„ A —><p)* 
is independent outside a„, and the induction hypothesis holds. We have actually 
proved: 

(*) if a is finite, cp* is independent outside a and (cp A <p)* is nowhere independ
ent, then (cp A ~><p)* is independent outside cr. 

It is easy to define Tn+\, an+\ when $„ is of type (II). 
Suppose now that sn = </, ^( j , a, a, c)>. We say that a pair of elements of \M\, 

(jb\, b2y, is a "prevention" of cp(x, c) e L(T0) outside c, if fti, i»2 a nd a are pairwise 
disjoint, and for no b e \M\: M N [̂ft, c] and ̂ g i and ft f] b2 = 0 . We say that 
a pair of elements of \M\, <ft1( ft2>, is finite if both ftj and ft2 represent finite subsets 
of PM (relative to e^), otherwise we say that <fti, ft2> is infinite. It is easy to see that 
there is a formula CTI(XU X2, y\, y2) in L(J)such that Cr\[b\, b2, q, c2] holds in M 
whenever <ft1( ft2> is finite and <Cj, c2> is infinite, and it does not hold in M when
ever <ftj, ft2> is infinite and <Ci, c2> is finite. 

Using the fact that D), D2 are inseparable in M, we will show that: either (i) there 
is rfi e D) such that (cpn A " ^ ( ^ I , a, a, c))* is independent outside some finite set 
a1; or (ii) there is d2 e Dz such that (^„ A %(d2, a, a, c))* is independent outside some 
finite set a2. 
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If (i) holds, define Tn+l = T0 U {<J>„ A ->%(^i)} and a„+x = a1; if (ii) holds, 
define 7„+1 and an+\ analogously. This obviously assures that x(y) will not sep
arate D) and Dz

{ in N. 
Suppose neither (i) nor (ii) hold. Let a(y) be the formula saying: (<J>„ A %)* 

has prevention <6b b2} outside a„, such that for every prevention (cu c2> of 
(<pn A —>%)* outside a„ Cr^ftj, &2, î» c-z)- (Of course a(>>) has parameters.) We show 
that a{y) separates D) and D). Suppose deDj. Then (<l>n A x(^))* >s nowhere 
independent, in particular it has a finite prevention (Jbx, Z>2> outside a„. On the 
other hand, by (*) every prevention <Cj, c2> of (</>„ A —<x(d))* outside a„ is in
finite so M |= CrifAj, i2, c1( c2], hence M N a[^]. A similar argument shows that 
if de D) then M f= —ia [d]. This contradicts the assumption that D), Z>?are insep
arable in M, so either (i) or (ii) hold. 

Suppose now that s„ = %{y, a, a, c) and we want to take care that %(y) will not 
separate {x\x e A and n(x)eNa} and {x\xeA and %{x)(Na}. Clearly it suffices to 
show that either (i) there is b e A such that (</>„ A n(b)ea A ~> x& o, a, c))* is 
independent outside some finite set a1; or (ii) there is b e A such that (</>„ A 
%(b)fa A x(b, a, a, c))* is independent outside some finite set a2. 

Suppose neither (i) nor (ii) hold. We show that % is definable. Let fi(u, v) be the 
following formula: 

/3(M, v) = (ueP - a„) A (veA - n~Kon)) A (V/e P - an - {»}) 

(there is a prevention (Jb\, b2y of (<pn A wsa A /^a A ->x(v, a, a, c))* outside 
o-„ U {", /} , such that for every prevention (du d2y of (cpn A uea A /#a A 
X(v, a, a, c))* outside a„ U {M, /} C r ^ , b2, du d2)). 

Remembering that A is definable, a„ is finite, and for every x e PM, ic~l(x) is de
finable, it is easy to see that there is really a first-order formula in L(T0) which 
expresses /3. We will show that M \= (i[m, b] iff m e PM — a„ and n{b) = m. Sup
pose me PM - o„ and iz{b) = /M. Let le PM — a„ — {m}. By the independence of 

(**) ^* A wex A lux = (^„ A mea A /£a)* 

is independent outside a„ U {w, /} . By —>(i), (0„ A mea A "^#(*))* is nowhere 
independent, so also 

(***) (</>« A mea A "^(A))* A hx =(</>„ A wea A ha A ~iz(6))* 

is nowhere independent, in particular it has a finite prevention (Jb\, b2y outside 
a„ U {m, / } ; on the other hand by (**), (***) and (*) every prevention <c?i, d2} of 
(</>„ A mea A /^a A %(&))* outside a„ U {w, /} is infinite, s o M N Cri[£>i, 62, du 

d2] so M N= j8[iw, *]. 
Now suppose /M € PM — an, b e A — %~l(a^ and it(b) # w. Let / = jc{b) so 

lePM - a„ — {m}. By —• (ii), (^„ A ha A #(*))* is nowhere independent so 
(<l>„ A mea A ha A %(&))* is nowhere independent, in particular it has a finite 
prevention (du d2~) outside an U {m, /} . As in the previous case ((/>„ A mea A 
ha)* is independent outside a„ U {m, /} , so by (*) every prevention (Jbi, b2y of 
(<p„ A mea A ha A —> xW)* outside a„ U {m, 1} is infinite, so M \p C*\[b\, b2, 
dx, d2] so M \p j3[/w, b]. So ^(M, V) defines ic \ (A — n~l(p^)); since a„ is finite and 
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for every x e o~n, %~~\x) is definable, /3 can be "corrected" to define %, contrary to 
our assumption so either (i) or (ii) hold. 

If (i) holds define T„+1 = T0 U {</>„ A —< %(b) A %{b)ea} and a„+\ = a1, other
wise (ii) holds and then define Tn+1, a„+\ analogously. 

2 = \Jneol T„ is the complete diagram of a model N which satisfies the require
ments of the lemma. Q.E.D. 

REMARKS 1.6. (a) The construction assures that N is a proper extension of M, 
since if for tie co and be\M\, T„ \— a = b, then cb* is nowhere independent. Also 
the construction assures that we can get a proper elementary extension of M, when 
the </)}, D^y's are given but no % is given; we then confine ourselves to the tasks 
oftypes(I),(II),(III)only. 

(b) If in addition to the <£>}, £>?>'s and % we are given K0 infinite subsets Et £ 
PM, it is easy to construct N and a in such a way that in addition to the previous 
requirements N and a will have the following property: for every / e co, Et |~) a and 
E, — a are infinite. This will yield the following additional property of M in 1.2: 
for every countable family {E(\ i e co} of infinite subsets of PM there is an un
countable subset A of \M\ such that for every a, be A and for every i e co, £, f] °. 
is, - a are infinite and £,- fl a — E> D * is infinite. 

(c) Though in most cases our construction will yield that PN g P w , it does not 
assure it. However this can be accomplished by applying the following lemma. 

LEMMA. Suppose Mis a countable model in a countable language L, P, ee L and 
every finite subset ofPM is represented by some element of M {relative to e). Suppose 
that {<£>}, Df> \ iew} is a set of inseparable pairs in M then there is N > M such 
that PN g PM and for every i e co, D}, Df are inseparable in N. 

This lemma can yield that in Theorem 1.2, for every ah ..., ak e \M\ either 
P)J=1 a, is finite or uncountable. 

On the other hand in Theorem 1.2 it is not always possible to construct M in 
such a way that \PU\ = No, even if we know that T has a two cardinal model; 
however Theorem 3.1 shows that this is possible in some cases. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Let The as in Theorem 1.2, and let {Sa\ a < «i} be a 
sequence such that for every % <=, «! x Kj, {a\Sa = n f\ a x a} is stationary. 

We construct an elementary chain {Md \ d e Ni and d is a limit} and a set 
{(D\,Df> | 8 < «i and 5 is a limit} such that: (1) \M,\ = d; (2) Mm N T; (3) for 
every di < dz, (D}p Z)|,> is an inseparable pair in MSr 

Let Ma be some model of T whose universe is co. If 8 is a limit of limit ordinals 
define Md = (J {M,| / < 8, i is a limit}. Suppose Ms and {<£>}, £>?>| / < 5} have 
been defined, we define Ms+m and <Z)J, D|>. 

Cose I. Suppose for some a e \ Ms |* and p(;c, y), Ss = II is an undefinable func
tion in Ms from {6|Mj |= <p[b, a]} to JPMJ, and for every x e PM>, II'^x) is definable 
in M}; construct Ms+a and ae \Ms+a\ with universe 8 + co as in Lemma 1.5 for 
M = MS,A = {b\Ms N ?>[ft, d]}, {<D}, £»?> 11 e co} = {</>}, /)?> | i < 8} and « = J7, 
and define D\ — {x\ x e A and 7r(x) eMl+<°a} and D^ = {x\x e A and 7r(x) fM*+<"a}. 
By Remark 1.6(a) this is possible. 

If for some c e PM, II~l{c) is undefinable in Ms define Ms+a with universe 8 + co 
as in Remark 1.6(a) for {<£>*, D?> | / <: 5}, where Z)J = n~Kc) and Z>| = 
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Case II. If the conditions of case I do not hold, define M3+m with universe 5 + <o 
according to 1.6(a) and D] = D2

S = d + <o. 
Let M = \J {Mg\ 5 < Hi, d is a limit}. We show that Msatisfies the requirements 

of 1.2. Let A = {b\M \= <p[b, a]} be a definable subset of Mand 7r: .4 -• PM such 
that for every ae \M\, {b\ b e A and 7r(fe)ewa} is definable. Let F = {d\(Mg, 
it \ d) < (Af, TC)}. Then Fis closed and unbounded. Let S = {a\ Sa = it fl a x a}. 
Then 5 is stationary, so S f| F ^ 0 , let 5 e 5 fl F. If a: r 5 is not definable, then 
there is a e \M!+a\ such that {x|;c e A f| 5 and ^(x)eMj+» a} and {x|xe /4 f) 5 and 
^ (x )^ + » a} are inseparable in M, so certainly n~l(a) is undefinable in M, con
tradicting our assumption. So % \ 8 is definable in Ms and since (M^, % \ 5) < 
(Af, n), it is definable in M. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 1.2 yields essentially two kinds of results, however all the natural 
results of the first kind that we know of are seemingly weaker than known theorems. 

COROLLARY 1.7. (O^) Suppose Th(Af) satisfies the conditions of 1.2, L(M) is 
finite, every model N ofTh(M) is rigid over PN {that is there is just one automorphism 
which is the identity on PN) and M has no nontrivial definable automorphisms; then 
there is an N = M such that \\N\\ = Nj and N is rigid; and if M is countable then N 
can be chosen such that M -< N. 

PROOF. Let us first see that if T is a theory, P a unary predicate in L(T) and 
every model M of T is rigid over PM, then there is a formula <p(F, x, y) in L(T) U 
{F} where F is a new binary predicate (to be interpreted as a partial function) such 
that for every M f= Tand for every / e Aut(M): 

(M,f r P») N <p[F, a, b] ifff(a) = b. 

By compactness we may assume that L(T) is finite. Regard T as a theory in the 
language L(T) \J {F}, let H be a unary function symbol, and </> be the sentence in 
L(T) U {F} U {H} saying H is an automorphism of all the relations except F, and 
H extends F. By Beth theorem, H is explicitly definable, and our claim is 
proved. 

Let us return to our original T. Let N be as constructed in 1.2, and l e t / e Aut(JV); 
in particular f\PN has the properties of % in 1.2, so it is definable. So by our pre
vious claim/is definable. Since there is a schema in Th(A/) saying that there is no 
definable automorphism other than the identity/ = Id so JV is rigid. If M is count
able we can start the construction of Nfrom M, so Wean be chosen so that M < N. 

EXAMPLES, (a) Let T be any theory in a finite language L such that L 3 {e, = } 
and T contains the extensionality axiom, the regularity schema for all formulas of 
L, and the set of sentences saying that every finite set is represented, then every 
model of T satisfies the requirements of 1.7. (Here P is the whole universe.) 

(b) Let T be a theory in a finite language L such that I 3 {0,1, + , •} and T con
tains Peano arithmetic, the induction schema ranges over all formulas of L, then 
every model of T satisfies the requirements of 1.7. 

The other application of 1.2 is formulated in 1.8. 
COROLLARY 1.8. ( 0 Kl) Let Tbea theory in a finite language L,P,eeL and satisfy 

the requirements of 1.2 (Cr need not appear in L), and every model M of T is rigid 
over PM, then for every M \= T there is N such that \ Aut(7V) | < || N\\ = Ki and 
<Af, Aut(A/)> = <7V, Aut(AT)>. 
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PROOF. Apply 1.2 and Beth theorem as in 1.7 to Th « M , Aut(M), C r » . 
EXAMPLES, (a) \L(T)\ < N0, L(T) ^ {= , e}, T contains extensionality and the 

axioms saying that every finite set is represented. 
(b) \L(T)\ < N0 , L(T) 2 {P, e}, T contains the axioms that say that every finite 

subset of P is represented, and the axiom VxVy(Vz(P(z) -+ zsx*-> zey) -* x = y). 
This includes of course 1.1 and 1.4. 

(c) Th(M), M is a Frankel-Mostowski model. 
(d) 7 the theory of free infinite semigroups with more than one generator. 
(d) is a special case of (e). 
(e) Let A be a set of more than one element, and a be an ordinal closed under 

addition and let MA,a = <a> A, "> where a>A is the set of all functions from all 
/3<a to A, and " is the operation of concatenation. Let T be the set of all sen
tences true in every such MA,a, then T satisfies the requirements of 1.8. 

THEOREM 1.9. (OK,) Let The as in 1.2, for every M N T let S(M) = {D\D c pM 
and there is a e \M\ such that for every d e PM, d e D iff deMa}, that is S(M) is 
the set of all subsets ofPM which are represented in M. Let N(M) = (PM, S(M); e>. 
Then there are {M,\ i < 2"1} such that for every i ^ j < 2% A/, satisfies the con
clusion of 1.2 and N(M.) * N(Mj). 

PROOF. Let {Sa\a < Ni} have the following property: Sa = (A*, A2, 77a>, 
A,} <=, a, / = 1, 2, and Ua £ a x a; for every A1 £ $u A2 s «! and 77 E Ni x N,, 
{aM1 f l a = 4 and A2 [) a = A2 and 77 f| a x a = 77a} is stationary. We now 
construct by induction a binary tree of models, that is, for every TJ eKl> 2 we define 
Mv and <Z>*, Dj*> such that \MV\ = cu • length(j?), f° r every v < 77, <Z)J, £)J> is an 
inseparable pair in Mv and M„ < M, and if 37 = (JJ?, then M, = IjA/,.. In stage a 
we have already defined Mv for all 77's whose length is < a and all <£>J, D^> for all 
37's whose length is < a. If 5 is limit we define Mv = ( J , ^ Tif,,, for every TJ whose 
length is d and no new inseparable pairs <£>*, D2} are defined. Suppose that the 
a's stage of the construction has been carried out and we define the models of the 
a + 1 stage. If A\ = A2 and t} is the characteristic function of A\, let Mv-<0> = 
Mv-a> and </>*, Dj*> be constructed for MT {<£>Jt<, Z>g r ,-> | / < a} and 77a as in 
Theorem 1.2 and for every other sequence v of length a define M„-<0> = Mv-<1> > M„ 
with universe w • (a + 1) in which <£>Jr„ jDjtI> is inseparable for every i < a 
and define Dl = D2 = co (a + 1). Suppose .4J # /i^ a n c j ]et the characteristic 
function of A'a be TJJ,J = 1, 2. If 77a is not a 1-1 function from PMvi to /""'!, define 
a + l's stage so that it will satisfy the induction hypothesis (possible by Remark 
1.6(a)). Otherwise define N = Mm-<0> = Mm-a> > Mm and a e \N\ such that 
D\2 = {77a(x)| PM"i3xeNa} and I \ = {IIa(x)\ PM"i 3 xeNa} are inseparable in 
Mv and extend all the other MJs (that is length (v) = a, v # 571) and define £>i's 
in such a way that the induction hypothesis will hold. 

For every 7/ e Kl2 let Mv = U,<Kl Af,r,-. It is easily seen that {Mv\ TJ e "'2} is as 
required. 

REMARK. In [Rl] it is proved that if a BA, B, has certain weak homogeneity pro
perties, then the model <At(B), 5m(At(5)), Aut(5); Op, e> can be interpreted in 
Aut(fl). 

On the other hand, BA's that are constructed using the method of this section do 
not have this property, since 0) of their imitated second-order logic is nonstandard. 
It shows that in [Rl] some homogeneity properties should have been required. 
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§2. The case of a general BA. In this section we will prove the analogue of Corol
lary 1.4 for arbitrary infinite BA's, that is, we prove: 

THEOREM 2.1. (O^) Let N = (B, z , R\, ..., R„} where (B, £> is an infinite 
BA and N is an expansion of(B, £ > in a finite language; then there is M such that 
|Aut(M)| <, \\M\\ = Kj and <Af, Aut(Af)> = (N, Aut(JV)>. 

DEFINITION. Let B be a BA. A set E s B is called a partition of unity (PU), if 
for every distinct ex, e2e E, ex f] ez = 0, and for every nonzero be B there is 
e eE such that b f] e # 0. 

We first prove an analogue of 1.5. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T, P, e, Cr be as in 1.2, 5, £ are unary and binary predicates, 

respectively, such that for every M |= T: c « c SM x 5 ^ anrf <5A/, £M> w a BA. 
Let M be a countable model of T and denote B = (SM, £ My. /e / E be a PU of B, 

0 £ £, K: E -* PM, % is 1-1, % is undefinable; let {(D), D2} \iew}be a set of insep
arable pairs in M. Then there is a countable N and a e \N\ such that M '-< N, 
for every i e co, <Z>), D?> are inseparable in N, and the sets D1 = {b |0 / b e 
B A (3c e £)(Z> c « c A %{c)eNa)} and D2 = {b\0 # 4 e f i A ( 3 c e E)(b £ M c A 
^ ( c ^ a ) } are inseparable in N. 

PROOF. The proof is very similar to the proof of 1.5. So we use the same nota
tions. The induction hypotheses are as in 1.5. The tasks (I), (II), (III) are as in 1.5 
and task (IV) is slightly changed in the following way: (IV) given %(y, a, a, c) take 
care that %(y) will not separate D1 and D2. So let {st\i < o>} be as in 1.5. It is clear 
that if s„ is of the kind (I), (II) or (III), then it can be carried out exactly as in 1.5. 
Suppose s„ = %(y, a, a, c) is of type (IV). Clearly it suffices to show that either (i) 
there is ee E and 0 =£ ex £ e such that (</>„ A n(e)ea A ~<x(ei> a- a-> s))* ' s 

independent outside some finite a1; or (ii) there is e e E and 0 # ex £ e such that 
(<[)„ A 7c(e)fa A x(ei a> a-> d))* >s independent outside some finite a2. Suppose 
neither (i) nor (ii) hold. We show that % is definable. Let /3(M, V) be the following 
formula: 

flu, v) = (ueP-a„) A (0 # v £ 1 - (J n-\an)) A (Vvx £ v, v, * 0)(V/e/> -a„- {u}) 

(there is a prevention (bx, Z»2> of (</>„ A uea A ha A - 'x(vi . °. 5» c))* out
side «r„ (J {«, /} such that for every prevention (dh d2~) of (<fiH A MSO A ha A 
z(v!, a, a, c))* outside <r„ U {«, /} , C r ^ , ft2, </i, </2))-

As in 1.5 it is easy to see that there is really a first-order formula in L(T0) which 
expresses /3. 

We will show that M \= fi[m, b] i f f m e P " - a„ and there is ee E such that 
Tc(e) = m and 0 # fc £ e. Suppose mePM-a„, O^b^eeE and 7r(e) = m. 
Let 0 / i , s J and le PM — a„ — {m}. By the independence of <J)*: 

(**) ^i* A mex A /*JC s (^„ A mea A tea)* 

is independent outside a„ U {»», /} . By -i(i), (</>„ A mea A ~l^(61))* is nowhere 
independent so also 

(***) (</>n A mea A - ' ^ I ) ) * A hx = (^„ A /wea A tea A -i%(&i))* 

is nowhere independent; in particular it has a finite prevention <£>1, 62> outside 
<7„ U {/M, /}. On the other hand, by (**), (***) and (*) (see 1.5) every prevention 
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<rf!, d2} of (<p„ A mea A Ifa A #(fti))* outside a„ U {w, /} is infinite, s o M N 
Cri[6i, ft2, </i, </2], so M N flm, ft]. 

Now suppose w e PM — an, 0 # ft e 1 — (J^_1(ff«) and there is no e e E such 
that z(e) = m and ft c e. Let eeE be such that ft [~| e ^ 0. If iz(e) = w, then 
ft £ e, so there is ex ^ e, ete E such that b (] ex ^ 0; since 7r is 1-1, n{e{) / m. 
So, in any case, there is e e E such that jr(e) ^ m and e fl ft = ftj ^ 0. Let / = 
%{e). By —i (ii), (^„ A /?a A #(fti))* ' s nowhere independent; so (</>„ A wea A 
l$a A x(fti))* ' s nowhere independent; in particular it has a finite prevention 
(d1, d2> outside an U {w, /} . As in the previous case, (<pn A mea A /^a)* is 
independent outside an U {«, / } ; so by (*) every prevention <ft', ft2) of (cj>„ A 
/nea A /#a A -^(fti))* outside o~n U {m, /} is infinite, so M M= Cr^ft1, ft2, rf1, d2], 
so Af Nfc fi[m, ft]. Let $'(u, v) =E /3(«, v) A Vv^fiiu, v0 - t ^ g v), then clearly /3' 
defines jr f (is — 7r_1(^»)), so % is definable; a contradiction. So the lemma is proved. 

The proof of 2.1 will be along the same lines of the proof of 1.2. However, 
whereas in the construction of 1.2 we employ only steps of the kind assured by 1.5, 
in the present construction we will have to interlace two kinds of steps. One of 
them appears in 2.2 and the other one generalizes the construction of Kunen in [K]. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let Tbe a theory in a countable language; D, < are respectively unary 
and binary predicates in L(T), and T \— "<£>, <} is a partially ordered directed set 
without a last element". Let M \= T be countable, {<£>}, D2> \ is w} be a set of in
separable pairs in M. Then there is N and d0 e DN such that \\N\\ = N0, M < N, 
for every d E DM, d <N d0, and for every i e o), D), D2 are inseparable in N. 

PROOF. Let d0 be an individual constant which does not occur in CD(M), and 
let T0 = CD(M) U {d< d0\de DM). By the well-known omitting type condition, 
it is sufficient to show that for no i e a>, (j){x), ^(Jc, y) e L(T0): T0 \— 3x<p(x); for 
every d e D), T0 \- Vx(^(x) -• ^(x, d)); and for every de D% T0 (- Vx(</>(x) -> 
-i^(x, d)). Suppose by contradiction that /ecu, <p(x) = <fi(dQ, x), %(x, y) = 
%(d0, x, y) are as above; then for every d e D), 

M N 3«(Vv > M)[3JCG4(V, x) A Vx(c>(v, x) -> z(v, x, d))], 

and for every d e D2, 

M N 3M(VV > u)[3x(/>(v, x) A Vx(&!)(v, x) -• —i ^(v, x, </))]; 

but, since M N "(D, < > is directed and without last element", the above formulas 
are contradictory in M; so D), D2 are separable in M; a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

If <P, < > is a partially ordered set, A £ P will be called a cofinal chain in P 
if every two elements of A are comparable and for every ft e P there is a e A such 
that ft < a. B c p will be called a compatible subset of P if for every ftb ft2 e B 
there is a e P such that bh ft2 < a. 

COROLLARY 2.4 (A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF KUNEN [K]). (OK,) Suppose 
M is a countable model in a countable language; D, S, <, < are l-place, 2-place, 
2-place predicates respectively, <M c DM x DM, <M c SM x SM, (DM, <M} 
is a partially ordered directed set, without a last element, (SM, -<A/> is a partially 
ordered set. Then there is N such that \\N\\ = Kb M -< N, (DN, <N> has a cofinal 
chain of type Kj, and every maximal compatible subset of SN which has a cofinal 
chain of type fy is definable in N. 

PROOF. W.l.o.g. \M\ = w; let us denote M = Ma. Let {S0| a < Ki} as assured 
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by OK,- We define by induction a continuous elementary chain {Ms\d S Ni 
and d is a limit} such that for every 5, \MS\ = 8, and simultaneously we define 
{<Z)J, Z)?> | i < 8, i limit} such that D), Li2- are inseparable in Ms. Suppose Ms, 
{<£>}, D?> | / <§} have been defined. If Q = 5j is a maximal compatible subset of 
5^a which is undefinable in Mg, then certainly g, S1^ — Q are inseparable. Let 
D\ = Q, D\ = SM> - Q, and let Ms+a be a model as in Lemma 2.3 for M5 and 
{<DJ, Z>?>| i < 8 and / is a limit}, such that \Me+J = 5 + CD. Otherwise let D] = 
D\ = 8 and define Ms+a similarly. If 8 is a limit of limits, let Afj be [j {Af,| / < 8 
and i is a limit}. Let N = AfKl. Certainly DN has a cofinal chain of type Ni- Sup
pose B is a maximal compatible subset of SN which has a cofinal chain £ of type 
«t. Let a be such that (Afa, 5 f] a) < (N, B) and Sa = B f] a. There is e e E such 
that for every b e B f) a, b <N e; so the formula x < e separates B f\ a, SM° — 
B in N. Also since B is a maximal compatible set in AT and (Ma, B f] a) < (N, B), 
B n a = Sa is a maximal compatible set in Ma so by the construction B f] a is 
definable in Ma, so B is definable in N. Q.E.D. 

In fact we will not use Corollary 2.4 in the sequel, but we will have to repeat the 
construction in 2.4, interlaced with the construction of 1.2. The following theorem 
is an analogue of 1.2, which interlaces the construction of 1.2 and 2.4. 

THEOREM 2.5. (OK,) Let T be a theory in a countable language which has infinite 
models. Then Thas a model NofpowerHi with the following properties: 

(a) If P, e, Cr are respectively unary, binary and binary definable relations in N, 
(remember that always "definable" means possibly with parameters) and P, e, Cr 
andCD(N) satisfy the conditions of 1.2, then: 

(I) If A c \N\ is definable, %: A -* P, and for every be \N\, {y \%(y) e b} is defin
able, then % is definable in N. 

(II) If (B, c > is a definable in N, Boolean algebra, then for every PU, E of B 
and for every 1-1 %: E -> P, if for every b e \N\ the sets D{, Efy are separable in N, 
then TC is definable in N; where 

£>» = {M|0 5 t « e f i A ( 3 v e £ ) ( u £ v A it{y)sb)}, 

D%= {u\0 / u e B A ( 3 v e £ ) ( « c v A %{y)fb)}. 

(b) If <Z>, < > is a definable in N, directed partially ordered set without a last 
element, then <Z>, < > has a cofinal chain of type fy. 

(c) If (,P, < > is a definable in N, partially ordered set, then every maximal com
patible subset ofP which has a cofinal chain of type «!, is definable in N. 

PROOF. Interlace the constructions in 1.7, 2.2 and 2.3 using (OK,) i n a similar 
way to 1.2 and 2.4. 

COROLLARY 2.6. (OK,) Let N = </?, £ , RU ...; Rny be a model in a finite lan
guage such that <2?, s > is an infinite BA. Then there is M such that |Aut(M)| < 
||Af|| = «! and{M, Aut(M)> s <JV, Aut(A0>. 

PROOF. Let TV" be the second-order model obtained from N; that is, Nu = 
(B, Wi(B), 9J2(5), ...',£, Ru ..., Rn, eh e2, •••> where m„(B) is the set of M-place 
relations on B and <61( ..., b„, r> ee„ iff r e 5R„(J5) and (Jb^, ..., b„y e r. Let M* = 
Nn be as assured by Theorem 2.5, and let M be the relativized reduct of M* such 
that \M\ = BM' and L(M) = { £ , Ru ..., R„}. We will show that Mis as required. 

First we show that i f / e Aut(A/) then/ is definable in M*. Let PU(5) denote the 
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set of PU's of B, which do not contain 0; then PU(fl) =def D is definable in Nn. 
We say that £1 refines E2, if £1, E2 e PU(fi) and every element of E\ is a subelement 
of an element of E2; let us denote "E\ refines £2" by £2 < E\. Certainly < is de
finable in Nn, <£>, < > is a directed partial ordering, and if B is not atomic <£>, < > 
does not have a last element. L e t S = {f\ Dom(/), Rng(/)e D, and/ is 1-1}. We say 
that/x refines^ (h <f\)- if Dom(^) < Dom(/i) and/i U /2>s order preserving. So 
(S, < > is a partial ordering definable in N11. Let Ee D. We define xeEy iff x 6 E, 
yeB and x c yt and Cr^O^, j>2) iff there is 1-1 g e |Afu| such that Dom(g) = 
{xlxe^i} and Rng(g) £ {x\xeEy2}. Certainly E, sE and Cr£ are definable in N11 

and satisfy the requirements of 1.2. So also M* f= Ve(ee D -* (e, ee, Cre satisfy the 
requirements of 1.2)). (Notice that this is a schema rather than a single sentence.) 
Now let / e Aut(M). For every e e D14*, (f t e)~l satisfies the condition on % in 
Theorem 2.5(11). Thus ( / \ e)~l and so also / r e are definable in M*, but in Nu 

as well as in M* the following comprehension schema holds: "If <p(x,y,d) defines 
a function g with both Dom(g) s B and Rng(g) c B then g is represented by 
an element of the model." 

So for every e e DM\ f \ e is represented by an element / , of M*. Af =d e f 

{fe\e e DM'} s SM' is a maximal compatible subset in <5M*, <M'}, since for 
every g e SM' — Af, fvom(g) and g are incompatible. According to the construc
tion, DM' has a cofinal chain {e{\i < Ni} of type H\. Then if et <M' e} then 
fe, ~<M'fc, since/is an automorphism. So Af is definable, say by <p(x, a). Then 
/ is definable by the following formula <J)(x, y, a) lh(<p(h, a) A X e Dom(A) A 
h(x) = y). 

By the comprehension schema mentioned above/is represented by an element of 
M*. Let us identify/with the element in M* representing it. Since L(N) = L(M) is 
finite there is a formula A{x) that defines Aut(JV) in Nn. We have actually proved 
that A(x)M' = Aut(A/). Since (N, Aut(N)> and <A/, A(x)M'} are relativized re-
ducts of Nn and M* respectively which are defined in the same way, and since Nil 

s A/*, (N, Aut(A0> = <M, A(x)M") = <A/, Aut(M)>. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.8. (O^) V B is an atomless BA and B is \-homogeneous (that is 

for every a,beBifOjta,b^l then there isfe Aut(B) such that f(a) = b), then 
there is a l-homogeneous Bx such that \B^\ = Kj and <5, Aut(5)> = (B\, Aut(5j)>. 

PROOF. Let Bx be as assured in the previous corollary. Since there is a sentence 
in <2?, Aut(B)> saying that B is l-homogeneous and since <fi, Aut(B)> = 
(Bu Aut(2?0>, BI is l-homogeneous. 

REMARKS, (a) By [Rl], Corollary 2.8 does not hold in general for BA's which 
have infinitely many atoms. E.g. 2.8 does not hold for the BA of finite and cofinite 
subsets of an infinite set A. However in the next section we will see a condition that 
implies 2.8, also for nonatomless BA's. 

(b) Theorem 2.7 does not hold in general for linear orderings; more specifically, 
if <p is a sentence in the pure full second-order logic such that every model of cp is of 
cardinality >: k, then there is a linear ordering M = (A, < > such that for every 
linear ordering N = <fi, < > : if Aut(AT) = Aut(M), then \\N\\ >: X. 

We now define a set of generalized quantifiers. Let ^ be a sentence in the lan
guage of <5, AutCB); c , Op> where <5, £ > is a BA. Let Qfc, y(<p(x, u), %(x, y, 
«)) be the quantifier saying that: 

(1) Vxy(xix, y, «) ->• <p(x, a) A p( j , «)), 
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(2) <{x\<p(x, «)}, {<*, y} | X(x, y, S)}> =def B is a BA, 
(3) (B, Aut(5)> t= <*. 

Note that i and y> might be formulas in an arbitrary language. 
H. Friedman [F] asked whether there is a compact language stronger than first-

order logic on finite models. We will show a countably compact language stronger 
than first-order logic on finite models (assuming O^)- 1° fact by Shelah [SI] this 
language is compact (assuming: "{A|A- = X and 0^+} is unbounded in the class 
of ordinals"). 

THEOREM 2.9. (OK,) Let L* be the language obtained from the first-order language 
L by adjoining all the quantifiers {Q$\ </) is as above}; then L* is countably compact, 
and every finitely satisfiable countable set of sentences in L* has a model of cardi
nality £ Kj. 

PROOF. Let 2 be a finitely satisfiable countable set of sentences in our language. 
For every a e Sa(2), let Ma |= a. Every <pe 2 can be translated into a sentence <p* 
in second-order logic. For every r £ 2 let 71* = {<p* \<pe T}. In M1}, <p* is inter
preted as a first-order sentence. So M1} N a*. Let 2\ — 2* U {(p\ for every a e 
Sm(2), MJ! N <p}- 2\ is a finitely satisfiable countable set of first-order sentences, 
so it has a countable model M. Let N be a model as assured by Theorem 2.5 for 
Th(Af). The universe of TV can be split into two parts: (1) the set of elements A; 
(2) "the set of relations on A". Let A^ be the relativized reduct of TV whose uni
verse is A and whose language is L(2). We will show that Ni \= 2. We prove by 
induction that for every <pe L* and a e |TVi|, Ni |= p[a] iff TV \= <p*[a\. 

The only step in the proof that needs checking is when <p = Q$xy(a(x, «), 
/3(x, y, u)). Let a e |TVi| by the induction hypothesis, a(x, d)Nl = a*(s, d)N and the 
same holds for 0; so B = <a(x, a)"', /3(x, j , a)"1) is a BA iff 5 = <a*(z, a)N, 
/3*(x, j , a)"> is a BA. By the construction of TV, (B, Aut(5)> = <72, A u t ^ ) " ) , 
so Ni h= <p[a] o 5 is a BA and <5, Aut(5)> h= ^ <* 5 is a BA and <73, Aut(B)N) 
(= 0 <*• TV (= >̂*. So the theorem is proved. 

§3. The second category method. In this section we will deal with a more restricted 
class of BA's; on the other hand, the results that we will get will be stronger. It is 
possible to formulate the theorems in this section in the same general framework 
as in the previous section, however in order to simplify the discussion, we will deal 
just with BA's. 

In the previous section we concluded that: assuming OK,, there is a BA, B, non-
isomorphic to P{a>), such that <5, Aut(S)> = <P(o>), Aut(P(<u))>. Here we will 
e.g. conclude that: (CH) there is a l-homogeneous BA, B, nonisomorphic to P(co) 
such that <fi, Aut(5)> = (P(co), Aut(P(co))>. A. Litman proved the first result 
in any Cohen extension that adds a real. 

DEFINITION. Let B an atomic infinite BA; every element of B can be regarded 
as an element in the topological space 2At(B) (with the product topology) that is: if 
a e B, let a = {x \x e At(B) and x g a J . S o a e 2At(B). We will say that B is of the 
second category (SC) if S =def {a\a e B] is of the second category in 2At(B) (that 
is, if it is not the union of countably many nowhere dense sets). 

REMARKS, (a) By Baer category theorem, P(a>) is of course SC since P(a>) = 
2Aty>w)# 

(b) If B is an infinite, atomic, Krsaturated BA then B is SC. 
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THEOREM 3.1. (a) «>„,) If B is SC, </> e Laia, (B, Aut(£)> (= </>, then there is Bx 

such that (Bu A u t ^ ) ) h= </> and | <Bh Aut (5i)> | < Kv 

(b) If in addition \At(B)\ = K0> then Om can ^e replaced by CH. 
PROOF, (a) Let M = (B, Aut(5)> \= <l>. Let M1 = Mu and let M2 be an ex

pansion of M1 with the following properties: (1) Mz has a unary predicate P, and 
individual constants {a,-|i < o>} such that P ^ £ At(5), P " 2 = {of211 < a>} and 
for i 9t j , aJf1, # fl/^2. (2) Function symbols are added to M2 in such a way that 
whenever N = M2 and N omits o = {P(x)} U {* ^ a,-| / < co}, then N \= </). (3) 
A binary relation < is added to Af2 which orders P1*1 in order type a>. (4) M2 has 
Skolem functions. 

Let Mm be a countable elementary substructure of M2. We will now construct 
an elementary chain {M{\i < Hi, i is a limit ordinal} in very much the same way 
as in Theorem 1.2. For this purpose we need a lemma analogous to 1.5, that will 
enable us to construct Mi+m from M(. In M2 we have a unary predicate which is 
interpreted as B; let us denote this predicate also by B. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let N = M2bea countable model which omits q; let {<D}, -D?>| i e a} 
be a set of inseparable sets in N; and let it: At(BN) -> At(BN) be a permutation which 
is undefinable in N; then there is a proper elementary extension Nx of N such that: (a) 
Ni omits q; (b)for every i e w, D), D2 are inseparable in Ni; and (c) there is a e BNl 

such that £>i = {it(x)\x e At(BN) f] a} and D2 = {n(x)\x e At(BN) - a} are 
inseparable in N\. 

REMARK. Note that 3.2 is almost identical to 1.5, except of the omitting type 
requirement in (a). The proof will also be very similar. 

PROOF. Let T° = CD(JV) and let c be an individual constant not in L(T°). 
We define by induction Tn = T° (J {<p»(c, b)}. T = \J T„ will be a complete 

theory in the language L\ = L{T°) U {<?}, and since TV is Skolemized, Twill describe 
the complete diagram of a model which is the Skolem hull of |TV| U {c}; this model 
is going to be N\. Along the construction of the r„'s we will have to fulfill the 
following types of tasks: (I) Given a sentence <pz L\, decide whether <p or else —> <p 
will belong to T. (II) Given a term z(c, b) such that T„ \- P(T(C, b)), for some a, 
(which appeajs in the definition of M2), add to T„: r(c, b) = a{. (Ill) Given a 
formula ^(c, b, x) and / e w, take care that ^(c, b, x) will not separate D) and £%. 
(IV) Given i as in (III), take care that % will not separate D\ and D2. Denote tasks 
(I), (II), (III) and (IV) by <p>, <r>, <^, »> and <^> respectively, and let {s,| i e <u} 
be a list of all tasks such that every tasks of type (II) appears in the list infinitely 
many times. 

Now we have to formulate an induction hypothesis analagous to the inde
pendence of </>„ in 1.5. Since M2 expands <2?, Aut(5)>", for every formula (])(x, u) 
in UM2) there is a formula SC^(w) such that for every d e \M\ M2 N SC^ [d] iff 
<fi(x, d) defines a subset of B which is of the second category in 2At(B). Certainly 
the following sentence and the following schemas hold in M2, and so in N: 

(a) SCB W; 
(b) SC„W(«) -» SC/S) V SC^fi); and 
(c) [SC?(X.S)(«) A Vx{<p(x, u)-+P(v(x, 0)))] -* 3y(P(y) A SC„U, e)Ar(x> fi)=y(«, y)). 
Our induction hypothesis is that N |= SC^[h]. Let T0 = T° U {5(c)}; then by 

(a), T0 satisfies the induction hypothesis. Schemas (b) and (c) are easily applied to 
show that tasks of types (I) and (II) can be accomplished. Suppose T„ has been 
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defined and sn = <%(*, ft, y), />. The formula SC^^ft, y) does not separate 
D) and D2 in N, so either for some de D), N N -iSC^xtft, d], and then define 
TB+1 = 7* U {(/>„ A -^(c , 6, rf)}, or for some de D% N N= S C ^ [ft, </], and then 
define J„+1 = T0 U {̂ » A #(c, 6, </)}; so T„+i satisfies the induction hypothesis 
and s„ is accomplished. 

Suppose now that T„ has been defined and s„ = <^(c, ft, x)} is of type (IV). We 
are looking for an le At(B) such that either </>„+l = </>„ A / £ c A —'̂ (c, j>, 7r(/)) 
satisfies the induction hypothesis or >̂„+1 s ^ „ A / f | c = 0 A ^(c, 5, TT(/)) 

satisfies the induction hypothesis. 
The formula Fin(x) that says that there is a 1-1 function from a proper initial 

segment of <P, < > onto x is satisfied by an element of M2 iff this element is a 
finite set. Since (PN, <Ny is also of order type co, (since q is omitted) Fin(x) defines 
true finiteness also in N. The reader can easily check that if X is a topological space, 
A ^ X\% SC, then there is an open nonempty G such that A is hereditarily SC on 
G: that is for every Gi nonempty open subset of G, A (] Gx is SC in X. This yields 
the following schema in M2: Let <j)(x, u) be a formula; then 

(*) M* N SC^ - 3j(Fin(j) A Vzb z a ^ Uz 2 ^ At(B) -yAz1[]z2 = 0A 

Fin(z!) A Fin(z2)) -* SCMiaziAxn22 = 0)). 

(x = zj is an abbreviation of (V/ e zj)(f £ x) similarly x f| z2 = 0.) Of course this 
schema holds in N too. Since Fin defines the finite sets also in AT, this means that if 
<p(x, b) is SC then there is a finite a £ At(BN) such that for every finite, disjoint 
ax, a2 s At(BN) - a,{b\beBN,N\= [̂ft, ft], b => ax and b f] a2 = 0} is SC. 

Now suppose by contradiction that for every / e At(5) 

(**) </>n(x> b) A / £ x A -nx(7r(^)' *> *) ' s n o t SC; and 

(***) ^„(*, ft) A / fl * = 0 A x{n{l), x, ft) is not SC. 

Let a be the finite set whose existence is assured by (*). Let 

a(u, v) s («e(At(B) - a)) A (ve(At(5) - »(*))) A 

(V/€ At(fi) - «r - {«}) ( -"SCAAlfiwnx=flAZ(ft^w). 

By (**) and (***), a(u, v) defines % \ At(BN) — a, so it is definable in N, in con
tradiction to our assumption. So 3.2 is proved. 

CONTINUATION OF THE PROOF OF 3.1(a). 3.1(a) is proved from this point on in 
exactly the same way as Theorem 1.2. 

PROOF or 3.1(b). If At(2?) is countable in M, then in M2 there is an element which 
is a 1-1 correspondence between Pm and At(5). Since in the construction, P 
remains unchanged, At(fi) remains unchanged. In this case the reader can easily 
check that OH, is not needed and can be replaced by CH. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. (a) (0*0 If B is l-homogeneous atomic and SC, then there is 
Bl such that Bx is l-homogeneous, \(BU A u t ^ ) ) ! = Ki and <-B, Aut(5)> = 
<#!, Aut (.BO). We can also take care that Bx will be SC. 

(b) (CH) If B is l-homogeneous atomic and SC, and At(B) is countable, then we 
can find Bi as above such that in addition At(Bi) is countable andB\ g B. 

ADDED IN PROOF. 

REMARK. The results of this paper cannot be proved in ZFC, for if MA + Kx < 
2"° holds, then every atomic BA of power Kj has continuum many automorphisms 
moving infinitely many atoms. This enables us to repeat at least some of the inter
pretation theorems of [R2]. So if B is an atomic BA such that every automorphism 
of B is induced by a permutation of the atoms moving only finitely many of them, 
then there is no Bx of power Kj such that (Bly Aut(B0> = <fi, Aut (fi)>. 

THEOREM (SHELAH). (V = L) There is a compact generalized quantifier with a 
nonrecursively enumerable set of validities. 

PROOF. Let L be the language gotten from first-order language by adding the 
quantifier Qxy<p(x, y). We will define a class of BA's K and define the semantics 
such that for every M: M (= Qxy<p(x, y) iff <p(x, y) defines on its domain a partial 
ordering of a BA belonging to K. 

Let L* be the first-order language gotten from L be adding an n-place relation 
symbol R9 for every formula <p of L with n free variables. Let A be a non-r.e. subset 
of a>. We define a theory T* in L*. The following schemas are included in T*: 

(1) R^ <-> -iRy, 3xR9 <-• R3x<p, Rv A Rj, «-* R9A</l, etc 
(2) RQXW -* (x, y) defines on its domain a partial ordering of a BA. 
(3) For every n e A: If Rf(u, x, y) defines the finite BA with n atoms then 

(4) For every n$ A: If R9(u, x, y) defines the finite BA with n atoms then 

(5) For every formula %{x, y): RQxy^(u) A ^ ^ ( V ) -»• %{x, y) does not induce 
an isomorphism between the 2-place relations induced by <p, u and by <p, v. 

For the sake of simplicity we will show how to define K so that the logic is just 
N0-compact. For every set of sentences S in L, let S* = {Rv\<p e S}. Let {St\i < Kj} 
be an enumeration of all countable sets of sentences S c L such that S* U T* is 
consistent. We now define by induction two sets of BA's of power K1; K{ and Kt. 
Suppose Kj, Kj have been defined for every j < i. Let M be a countable model of 
T* U S*, and let JV > M be a model of power Kx in which every definable BA is 
not isomorphic to any element of y y < 1 Kj [j (Jy<,- K{, and in which every isomor
phism between two definable BA's is definable; such N exists by the methods of 
this paper. Let K{ be the set of all BA's definable in N by some <p (a, x, y) such that 
N (= RQXyip[a] and let Kt be the set of all BA's definable in N by some formula 
cp(a, x, y) such that N = R-,Qxytp[a]. 

Define K to be the class of all BA's isomorphic to some element of \J ,<Kl Kt. It 
is easy to see that the logic defined by K is K0-comPact and has the downward 
Skolem Lowenheim theorem to H\. The set of validities of this logic is not r.e. 
because we included in T* the axioms in group (3) and (4). 

For full compactness one has to repeat the same argument for all sets of sentences 
in L. This necessitates universal choice and the methods of [SI]. 
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